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Beset by lightning 
strikes and poor heat 
ventilation, WQRI fights 
to get itself back on air 
during which time the transmit-
ter was moved to Maple Hall. 
Last year, the antenna was 
struck by lighting for the first 
time, frying the station's audio 
Amanda Newman 
Co-Managing Editor 
Roger Williams University's 
student radio station, WORI 
88.3 FM, is predicted to remain 
off air indefinitely, pending 
funds for new equipment nec-
essary to get the station to get 
back up and running. 
The station, which usually 
broadcasts live daily from the 
campus recreation center, has 
been oft air since May, after 
the radio station's antenna was 
struck by lightning, an event 
which damaged the transmitter 
as well. 
"There is an extensive amount 
of work that must be done be-
processor. Again, the station 
was off air for about a month. 
In addition to the damaged 
transmitter, the OJ booth has 
poor ventilation, causing sensi-
tive broadcasting equipmentJo 
overheat and break down. "If 
it's [the booth] not ventilated, 
any new equipment will just 
malfunction as the rest has." 
Lindner said. 
The heat prQb1 
lastfalJ,~ 
'unusual amount' (jf 
including a distribution. 
and a delay (censor), 
said. At the.·· · 
Senator proposes free legal 
consultation program 
Ben Whitmore 
Editor-in-Chief 
The student senate has cre-
ated a committee tasked with 
developing a free legal consulta-
tion program run by third-year 
law students from the 
Roger Williams 
University School of 
Law. The program 
would aim to offer 
legal advice to under-
graduate students and 
other members of the 
campus community 
in need of budding 
lawyers' professional 
opinions. 
The program is the brainchild 
of (Student Senate Treasurer] 
Nick T simortos, who was in-
spired this summer by a similar 
program at Syracuse University, 
which hires outside attorneys to 
give legal counsel to students. 
"The way I saw tt was, I'd 
love to see something like this 
happen, especially when you 
have a school with a 
law school," 
Tsimortos 
said. 
While many law schools 
have programs in which 
third year students offer 
pro bono legal consulta-
tion to outside individuals 
and non-profit organizations. 
T simortos said he has found no 
other law school that offers this 
service to its school's related 
underclass student body. 
"This would be the first 
program that bridged the gap 
between the law 
school and 
the under-
graduate [at 
RWU)," T simortos 
said. 
What is better yet, T simo-
rtos said, is that the student 
senate does not have to spend 
any money from the student 
activities fund, the pool of money 
generated from a biannual fee 
collected from all students, to 
pay for the program. 
When Tsimortos pitched the 
program to the school of law's 
Student Bar Association (SBA}, 
See LAW, page 4 
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Trespasser 
found 
bleeding in 
student's car 
Ben Whitmore 
Editor-in-Chief 
In the early morning of Friday, 
Sept. 17, public safety officers 
issued a no trespass order 
against a man who was found 
unconscious in the backseat of 
a student's car, bleeding from 
his arm. 
An anonymous student spot-
ted an unidentified man at 3:13 
a.m. staggering in the street 
adjacent to J-lot. The -student 
reported his sighting to public 
safety dispatch, who ordered 
three officers to the scene, 
according to a public safety 
incident report. 
Upon arrival, public safety 
Shift Commander Dominic 
Salinaro and Officers Russ 
T omkinson and Jeff Stone be-
gan searching for the unidenti-
fied man. who was no lonaer 
After searching the perimeter 
of the area in vain, the officers 
began looking in less conven-
tional hiding places. 
Drops of blood on one car's 
side view mirror and rear door 
handle prompted one officer 
to look in the backseat of the 
parked car, where he found 
Luke Lohan, 20, of Hanover, 
Mass., unconscious and 
unable to be roused. He was 
bleeding from cuts and scrapes 
on his arm. The car was 
unlocked. 
The officers entered the car 
See CAR, page 3 
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U.S. launches a drill 
to test international 
cybersecurity 
"It's only a drill and 
no computers will be 
harmed m testing now 
underway to ctieck 
whether governments, 
private industry, and 
other computer infra-
structure could handle 
a major cyberspace 
attack." 
-CNN.com 
China readies to 
launch 2nd lunar 
probe 
"China will evacuate 
more than 2,000 resi-
dents, as it prepares 
to launch the nation's 
second lunar grobel 
The lunar pro e wil 
test keY. landing tech-
nology for Chang'e-3, 
and provide hign-res-
olut1on photographs 
of the landing area, 
China Daily said, 
citing space officials. 
Chang'e-2 is expected 
to reach lunar orbit 
1~ 
within five d~s." 
-CN, .com 
-~----=----: ~ Drill ~s halfway Iii 
' point in Chile mine 
rescue bid 
"Piercing air horns 
sounded outT uesday 
over the site where 
workers, drilling to 
reach 33 Chilean 
miners, passed the 
halfway point to the 
trapped men." 
-CNN.com 
Stlll waiting for HP's 
new EO 
"Manh thought 
Hewie -Pacl<ard 
would name its new 
CEO on Tuesday 
since it was havin~ an 
ana'Yfit meeting t at 
day. hat didn't hap-
pen. But one analyst 
said HP has chosen 
its next CEO, and is in 
contract negotiations 
' 
with that person. Dave 
Cearley, an analyst 
at tech consultancy 
Gartner, said it's his 
understanding based 
on discussions with 
the company that HP 
is working out a deal 
with its pick to replace 
Mark Hurd as its chief 
executive." 
-CNN.com 
l 
Tapes describe U.S. 
. servicemen killing 
for sport in Afghani-
stan 
"T ~es obtained by 
CN of interrogations 
of a group of U.S. ser-
' vicemen char~ed with 
unprovoked illings 
of Af~n civilians 
descn gruesome 
scenes of cold-blood-
ed murder." 
-CNN.com 
' 
. 
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Law enforcement agents educate and 
empower students at crime prevention fair 
Olivia Lyons 
Herald Staff Reporter 
Roger Williams University stu-
dents, faculty, and staff gathered 
on the D'Angelo Commons for 
the Crime Prevention Fair, on 
Wednesday, September 22nd. 
to promote sat ety awareness 
among the campus community. 
"Our mission is to maintain a 
safe and secure environment at 
Roger Williams University by pro-
moting safety awareness through 
our crime prevention program," 
said John Blessing, Director of 
Public Safety. "We hopefully will 
reach many of our university 
community through our Crime 
Prevention Fair." 
Resource Center 
are fighting to end 
domestic violence 
and are working 
endlessly to raise 
awareness about the 
harmful affects that 
domestic abuse can 
have. Sheila French, 
a representative 
from the Women's 
Resource Center, 
said she feels that 
the Crime Prevention 
Fair is an important 
event to hold on a 
college campus. "We 
are reaching out to 
women, regardless 
of age, to. let them 
know we are here," 
French said. The 
Women's Resource 
The Crime Prevention Fair was 
co-sponsored by Student Senate 
and RWU Public Safety. The 
event featured presentations C~nter off~rs a variety An aerial view of the Crime Prevention Fair 
of internships for 
Mark Fusco 
on Alcohol Awareness, Drug 
Recognition, Emergency Medi-
cal Services, Seat Belt Safety, 
Women's Self Defense demon-
strations. Several RWU clubs 
and organizations including the 
Women's Center, Information 
Technology, Facilities, Environ-
mental Health and Safety and the 
Counseling Center helped spread 
a 'safety awareness' message to 
the RWU community. Multiple lo-
cal organizations were inviteµ to 
work at the fair as well, such as, 
Brown University Police, Public 
Safety officers, the Rhode Island 
MADD group and the Women's 
Resource Center. 
The advocates at the Women's 
college students at 
their Newport and Bristol offices. 
"As an intern you will gain an in 
depth look at domestic violence 
and learn how to help improve 
safety within the home," says 
Diane D'Errico, a Commu-
nity Development Officer for the 
Women's Resource Center, "It js 
a great educational experience." 
"The most important thing is 
to be aware and to know what's 
goh'lg Ort around you,· said. 
Laticia Walker, a RWU student 
and President of the Women's 
Center. The Women's Center, 
"strives to ensure equal and 
full opportunity for all people." 
"We are always looking for new 
Senator resigns 
after 'conflict' 
Ben Whitmore 
Editor-in-Chief 
The student senate accepted 
sophomore Senator Tim Gale's 
letter of resignation on Monday 
in light of what Gale described 
as "recent events that I have 
unfortunately and 
uncharacteristically 
created." 
"Tim Gale 
resigned due to in-
ternal conflicts with 
other senators, not 
because of issues 
with senate, or sen-
ate leadership, as 
to run for a senate seat during 
future senate elections. 
As a senator, Gale sat on the 
senate's Safe Rides committee, 
acting as the liaison between the 
student body and the administra-
tion during meetings regarding 
the potential future program. 
Though he is no longer a sena-
tor, Gale will continue 
to work on the Safe 
Rides program as a 
member of the senate 
committee, though he 
will do so now as a 
student body repre-
sentative, Gleason 
said. 
a whole," said Tom 
Gleason, Student 
Senate President. 
"It was a choice 
that Tim chose to 
make because he 
facebook.com 
Former Senator 
Tim Gale. 
Student Senator Tay-
lor Smith, the unofficial 
co-chair of the senate 
safe rides committee 
with Gale, will con-
tinue to develop the 
Safe Rides program 
didn't feel that he would be able 
to complete his responsibilities 
as a senator," Gleason said. 
Gleason did not offer further de-
tails regarding the conflict leading 
to Gale's resignation. 
with Gale, Gleason 
said. 
During Monday's senate 
meeting, some senators raised 
concerns about Gale's contin-
ued involvement with the Safe 
ides committee. These senators 
called Gale the "face" of the sate 
faces," Walker said. The RWU 
Women's Center encourages 
safety and overall awareness to 
all university students. 
The Center for Counseling 
and Student Development 
sent P.E.E.R.s (Peer Educa-
tors Empowering RWU) to 
the event to help educate the 
community on mental health. 
Informative handouts explain-
ing the group's goals were 
diStriHutedlO students; faculty 
and staff stating, "P.E.E.R.s are 
students who have been hired 
and trained by the Counseling 
Center to provide confidential 
referrals, supportive listening 
and informational and educa-
tional programs for the campus 
community." 
RWU students stopped by . 
the Crime Prevention Fair in 
between classes. "I think that 
the Crime Prevention Fair is a 
great event to have at RWU," 
said freshman Kim Frezza. "It 
promotes values and aware-
ness, which is a major part of 
what this university stands for." 
Public Safefy officers at RWU 
~noo~~e'WidentS·10-or-­
aware, be safe and report any 
suspicious activities to Public 
Safety." If students have any 
concerns, they are urged 10 
contact Public Safety at 401-
254-3611. 
Barking up the 
right tree 
Nicholle Buckley 
Herald Staff Reporter 
The Bristol Animal Shelter 
was recently approved its 
request to 
You may not be allowed dogs 
and cats on campus, but here 
is a way you can help them! 
Friends of the Bristol Animal 
Shelter is a non-profit organi-
zation advocating the town of 
Bristol's no-kill Animal Care 
and Adoption Policy. Their 
mission is to provide a safe 
environment and emergency 
veterinary funding for 
the animals until they are 
adopted and find homes. 
In 2008, the organization 
campaigned for a new animal 
shelter and Bristol residents 
voted for a bond to make this 
happen. The new shelter will 
be user-friendly, including a 
reception area, safe hous-
ing, a quarantine room, and a 
humane education center. It'll 
only cost taxpayers $18 a year 
and will have no impact on the 
school budget. It'll be located 
on donated land, be energy 
efficient, and it'll be the only 
kind in the state designated 
Federal Emergency Manage-
ment Agency (FEMA) site, 
so in the event of a disaster, 
animals will be properly taken 
care of. 
The current Bristol Animal 
Shelter is located on Minturn 
Farm Road which is right down 
the street from Roger Williams 
University. It is run by Bristol's 
Animal Control Officers who 
P.Ut the animals up for adoption 
1f owners do not come claim 
them. It is structurally unsound 
considering it was built on a 
landfill 33 years ago. It is too 
small to accommodate the 
nearly 300 dogs and 200 cats 
it takes in each year. Unfor-
tunately, water leaks 
in, kennel 
doors 
don't 
close 
prop-
erly, and 
methane 
gas leaks 
prohibit 
the care 
of small 
mammals 
and birds. 
Clearly, some 
renovations 
need to be 
made. 
Because Gale's departure from 
senate was a result of a resigna-
tion and not from a dismissal or 
impeachment, he will be eligible 
by FEMA to shelter displaced 
animals due to disaster. When 
completed, it'll also be as a 
See SENATOR, page 3 1 K '1 
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WQRI: Despite difficulties, 
station eager to get back 
I 
on air 
Continued from page 1 
something's not right." 
Mukiria said that she filed a 
maintenance request about ven-
tilation issues to Facilities in late 
July. A week or so ago, facilities 
responded, and sent someone 
to assess the situation. Facili-
ties discovered that the booth is 
located below a boiler room. 
In order to combat these prob-
lems, Lindner asked the Student 
Senate on Sept. 20 for $8,976 
from the capital expenditure 
line to help cover the necessary 
costs to bring WQRI back on air. 
Additionally, Lindner, Mukiria, 
and Lou Cona, the Systems 
Administrator for WQRI, decided 
that the best option would be to 
get an air conditioning unit in-
stalled in the booth. As of press 
time, Facilities had complied, 
and is working on getting an air 
conditioner installed in the room 
that will circulate the air and pull 
the hot air out, Mukiria said. In 
addition, the three also decided 
to hire a professional engineer, 
who is scheduled to come in 
twice a month to inspect the 
booth, even if there are no 
reported problems, as well to 
update the public records and 
maintain all equipment, Lindner 
said. 
In regards to the transmit- _ 
ter, Mukiria said that when it 
was moved, it wasn't properly 
grounded, which made it more 
conducive to lightninQ strikes. 
Though the station 1s experi-
encing hardships, Lindner is op-
timistic about its future. "We're 
using this time to focus on other 
thinQS we've wanted to improve 
within the station," Lindner said. 
"Once the station is back up 
and running, we'll be transmit-
ting digital audio, and in the 
meantime, we're getting a new 
website so even if we're not on 
air, we can continue to update 
online, like show schedules and 
concert info." 
News Page 3 
CAR: Man had no known connections to 
any student 
Continued from page 1 
and woke Lohan, who was in a 
"confused state" and "appeared 
to be intoxicated," according to 
John Blessing, Director of Public 
Safety. 
Upon interviewing Lohan, offi-
cers determined that his birthday 
was the night before and that he 
reportedly had been drinking, 
had fallen and cut himself on a 
driveway somewhere in Rhode 
Island. 
It is unknown to public safety 
how or why Lohan came to cam-
pus. Lohan was not a registered 
guest of a student. 
While public safety officers 
questioned Lohan, Bristol rescue 
units were called in, who brought 
Lohan to Newport Hospital. 
The owner of the car was 
contacted and questioned. The 
student owner denies having any 
connection with Lohan. 
The public safety officers issued 
Lohan a no trespass order in the 
Public Safety 
Drops of blood found on the student's car. 
presence of Bristol Police of-
ficers. This means that if Lohan 
is seen on campus again, Bristol 
Police officers will be called and 
he will be arrested, Blessing 
said. 
Blessing praised the anony-
mous student who reported 
seeing the unidentified man 
wandering in the road. 
"We want students to be 
aware, to be safe, and to report 
suspicious activity to public 
safety," Blessing said. "That 
happened in this case." 
But if Blessing could send one 
message to students, he said, it 
would be to Mlock your cars." 
SENATOR: Gale steps down 
Continued from page 2 
rides program, and argued that 
Gale's resignation would under-
mine his credibility with admin-
istration. In a later interview with 
The Hawks' Herald, Gleason 
explained that because there are 
no designated chairs of senate 
committees, Gale and Smith 
would decide between them-
selves how work in the Safe 
Rides committee is delegated. 
"At this point, Safe Rides still 
has a lot of work being put into 
it," Gleason said, "and I know 
personally that Tim will continue 
to work hard at this." 
To fill Gale's senate seat, 
Gleason said he would send out 
an e-mailed call for applications 
to all students. He said he hopes 
to have the seat filled within two 
week's time. 
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Safe Rides progresses towards enactment 
Kaitlyn Lauer 
Herald Staff Writer 
Drunk driving is a major 
problem among college cam-
puses today. Not only are the 
drunk driver in danger, but also 
the other drivers on the road 
are threatened by irresponsible 
drinkers. In order to help resolve 
and elevate this serious issue, 
students at the Roger Williams 
University are architecting a 
Safe Rides program for the cam-
pus. This program is created 
to encourage college students 
to make educated and respon-
sible decisions before and after 
drinking alcoholic beverages. 
The mission of the Safe Rides 
program is to provide safe, free, 
confidential, and reliable rides 
home. Tim Gale and Taylor 
Smith are currently the com-
mittee chairs for the program 
at RWU. Both Gale and Smith 
have put many hours into their 
proposal and the promotion of 
this program around campus. 
Safe Rides will be provided to 
students in a 4-mile radius of 
campus, which includes Bristol 
and Portsmouth; rides back 
to Main Campus, Almeida, 
Baypoint, or another off-campus 
student place of residence. This 
program is expected to start 
sometime in November. The 
student senate vans will be used 
for transportation of the stu-
dents. The 
students 
must obey 
andbe 
willing to 
comply 
with the 
rules 
of the 
program. If 
a student 
is misbe-
having or 
causing 
any form 
of danger 
to the Safe 
Rides 
driver 
or other 
students 
in the ve-
hicle, he or 
she will be 
reported 
to Public 
Safety. 
the fall and spring semesters 
on Friday and Saturday nights 
from 10:30 p.m. to 3:00 a.m. If 
the program proves to be helpful 
and successful, a larger budget 
will allow the program to extend 
its availably to Thursday nights. 
As well as ottering a safe 
transporta-
tion for 
students, a 
secondary 
objective is 
to provide 
the student 
body with 
information 
regarding 
safe drink-
ing. "We 
cannot stop 
students 
from drink-
ing, and 
The 
program is 
expected to 
run during 
Safe Rides seeks to encourage responsible behavior. 
we espe-
cially do not 
enforce it. 
We promote 
sate choices 
when a per· 
son decides 
to drink," 
Gale said. It 
is important 
for students 
to use this 
program as 
a backup 
plan and try 
to ensuredependable rides back 
home. 
Gale and Smith said they 
much success forihis Safe 
Rides Program. There was a 
great turnout at the first meeting. 
In order to have a solid founda-
tion and reputation, around 70 
volunteers are needed, as well 
as a consistent budget. An initial 
budget of around $4,800 is nec-
essary for the first full semester 
of running. However, the follow-
ing semesters are to have an 
expected budget of $2,900. The 
budget includes the gas for the 
RWU Senate vans, uniforms, 
cell phones, GPS units, and 
emergency kit. Gale and Smith, 
both hard workers and dedicat-
ed leaders of this program, were 
chosen to continue the Sate 
Rides proposal initiated by Jes-
sica Alder and Brian McGrath, 
recent graduated who created 
the program proposal. Gale has 
four years of experience through 
the Red Cross with a program 
similar to Safe Rides designed 
for various high schools in his 
area. 'With so many enthusias-
tic volunteers, the program will 
provide a stronger foundation," 
Gale said. 
. ~W: Stu~ents could cfteain i::>roviding free 1-ega -advice-- o un-dergra. ua es.-.s_J;~J~KIQ,Q .~.e.t¥~~§ • __ .. 
Continued from page 1 
the graduate-version of RWU's 
student senate, "lightbulbs went 
off in the room,· said Justin 
Pruett, SBA President and a 
third-year law student. 
Pruett said he and his constitu-
ents immediately realized the 
program had mutually beneficial 
potential. 
The school of law currently 
has three clinical programs in 
which third year law students 
give advice to Bristiolians. The 
programs, focused in the areas 
of mediation, immigration, and 
criminal defense, take place 
monthly and are supervised by a 
school of law professor who is a 
Bar-certified attorney. 
"This [new] program we see 
being very similar in that if we 
can get a f acuity advisor and if 
we can get the law school deans 
The 
Editor-In-Chief 
Ben Whitmore 
wrapped around this idea, it 
might be set up the same way 
as one of our clinical programs," 
Pruett said. 
T simortos and Pruett agree 
that the consultation program 
would provide value to not 
only the law students gaining 
resume-building experience, 
but also to undergraduates 
who, more often than they may 
realize according to Pruett, enter 
into legally significant situations. 
Whether signing lease 
agreements and employment 
contracts or responding to court 
summons and fighting legal 
penalties, most students will en-
counter a situation during their 
college careers that relate to the 
law in some way, Pruett said. 
"The question is: what can we 
do to help?" Pruett said. 
"Everyone has a right to legal 
Hawks' Herald 
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consultation; it's no longer com-
mon knowledge and we need 
help to make educated deci-
sions," T simortos said. 
Pruett said he has ambitions 
to formalize the creation of the 
program relatively quickly. 
"Once all the pieces fall into 
place, I think we can play 
ball," Pruett said, "and playing 
ball means getting something 
together for next year." 
.. 
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News and reviews of people and places downtown 
Wrap Shack folds up favorites for students 
Dorie lie Terry 
Herald Staff Reporter 
As you walk into Papa Joe's 
Wrap Shack on High Street, the 
first thing you see is a life sized 
E.T. figurine. The next thing you 
will notice is the star wars action 
figures hanging on the wall, the 
200 plus wine corks framing the 
entrance and currencies from 
around the world behind the 
counter. 
'Were all just sci-ti geeks really 
and we've gradually started put-
ting things up on the wall," Lisa 
Ventura explained. 
Just about every day of the 
week you can find Lisa in the 
Wrap Shack, taking orders and 
running deliveries. Her dad, 
Dennis Ventura is the owner 
but he rarely spends time in his 
restaurant anymore. Lisa and 
her brother Dennis are the ones 
running the place now. 
The Wrap Shack is located on 
the corner of Hope Street and 
Bradford Street. It is in down-
town Bristol, about three min-
utes from campus. They deliver 
to all of Bristol and although they 
do not deliver to most places in 
Portsmouth. they do deliver to 
the off campus dorm Baypoint. 
located in the neighboring town. 
After you take in your sur-
roundings at the Wrap Shack, 
you're welcome to take a seat 
at the counter or at one of their 
small tables. Someone is usu-
ally making a 
pizza, cook-
ing fries or 
putting a wrap 
together. The 
environment 
is laid back. 
causal and fun. 
You cannot 
help but look 
around at all 
the quirky 
decorations on 
the wall while 
you place your 
order. 
The Mozz, BBBQ and buffalo. 
The Mozz pizza is topped with 
ripe vine tomatoes, fresh moz-
tually other people started giving 
them foreign currencies that 
they kept hanging up. If Interna-
tional students 
at RWU come 
into the Wrap 
Shack and 
notice that their 
home coun-
try's currency 
is not there 
many will come 
back with their 
home country's 
money to be put 
on display, Lisa 
said. Students 
who go abroad 
also donate 
small bills from The Wrap 
Shack, as one 
may assume, 
specializes in 
wraps but they 
Mark Fusco the different 
Papa Joe's Wrap Shack, the culinary staple of RWU students and P!a.ces th~y 
Bristolians alike flies its "open" flag m the breeze Monday morning. vi~ited, Lisa 
also specialize in New York-
style pizzas. Almost all of their 
wraps can be made into pizzas 
or salads. 
Seafood lovers enjoy their pop-
ular "Bristolian Wrap." It comes 
with fried calamari, hot pepper 
rings, mozzarella cheese, mixed 
greens, and roasted garlic 
mayonnaise all wrapped up in a 
flour wrap. 
Their other popular wraps are 
the buffalo chicken and caesar 
salad. Popular pizza's include 
• said. 
zarella cheese and basil pesto The Wrap Shack has been in 
sauce. The BBBQ pizza is just business for nine years. Dennis 
like a BBQ pizza but with bacon was tired of working for other 
added on top. people so he decided to open 
If you have traveled out of the up his own business. He had 
country lately and have some always worked in the food indus-
spare foreign currency, the try and his dad, Joe, who was a 
Wrap Shack would love your chef. Joe unfortunately passed 
donation. They currently have away about six months before 
bills from all over the world on the Wrap Shack opened so 
display. It all started when one Dennis named the Wrap Shack, 
of Lisa's friends went to Iraq. He Papa Joe's Wrap Shack in 
sent back some Iraqi dinar that honor of his late father, Dennis 
Lisa hung up on the wall. Even- had worked very hard coming 
up with all of his own recipes for 
the restaurant, but it's all paying 
off now. The Wrap Shack is very 
popular here in Bristol, "we have 
people that come in everyday, 
they can't get enough of tt," Lisa 
said. The Venturas also own a 
cafe in Pawtucket called Julia's 
Cate. It has been in business 
for about two years and they are 
a little different from the Wrap 
Shack. Julia's Cafe does serve 
wraps but they are mainly a 
breakfast and dinner establish-
ment. 
RWU students frequent the 
counter stools in the Wrap 
Shack. Lisa said that many 
RWU athletes come in after 
practices. "These baseball guys 
always come in sit at the coun-
ter, high five each other and 
chest pump before they order," 
Lisa said. People get pretty 
excited about their food. Friday 
night is their busiest night, 
especially for pizzas, Lisa said. 
'We get a lot of students. they 
come in and try it then they just 
keep coming back" Lisa proudly 
stated. 
If you do not have time to dine 
in at the Wrap Shack or you do 
not have access to a car, you 
can always call "The Hunger 
Hotline," which is their delivery 
number as Lisa said, "if you're 
hungry, call us!" 
EAST BAY MOBIL& 
\ 
Deals of the Week 
SAVE $300 OFF' PURCHASE 15°/o OFF YOUR CHECK 
At Bany's Auto Mall, Middletown At Lucky's, East Providence 
Text EBNBARRYS to 79338 Text EBNLUCKYS to 79338 
BUY 1 6" SUB, GET 1 FREE JOIN OUR SPA CLUB . At Subway, Tiverton ONLY ,... 
Text EBNSUBWAY to 79338 At The Stone House, Little Compton 
Text EBNSPA to 79338 
FREE APPETIZER 
At Pizza Wave, Bristol 2 FOR 1 'DESSERTS & COFPEES 
Text EBNWAVE to 79338 At The Stone House, Little Compton 
1/2 PRICE LARGE·PIZZA 
Text EBNSHOUSE to 79338 
At Wood Street Pizza, Bristol BRAKE SPECIAL $79.99 
Text EBNPIZZA to 79338 At South End Mobil, Fall River 
BUY ANY LARGE PIZZA, Text EBN lSERVIC to 79338 
GET A FREE CALZONE FREE LARGE ICED COFFEE 
At Samantha's, Warren At Beehive Cafe, Bristol 
Text EBNSAMS to 79338 Text EBNBEEHIVE to 79338 
1/2 PRICE 5LB. 
DOG OR CAT FOQD BUY 1 GET 1 FREE BURRITO 
At Pet Foods Plus, Bristol At Nacho Mama's, Bristol 
Text EBNPETFOOD to 79338 Text EBNBEEHIVE to 79338 
Must show phone at point of purchase. Standard text messaging rates apply. See text/app for details. Some restrictions may apply. 
• 
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RWU opens new construction center 
Students, graduates and local companies 
pitch in on design and construction 
Article courtesy 
Bristol Phoenix 
With a little help from friends in 
the construction industry, Roger 
Williams University has turned 
an ordinary classroom into a 
spacious learning center. 
At a ribbon-cutting ceremony 
last Friday, a group of fac-
ulty, staff, board members and 
students joined industry profes-
sionals to open the school's new 
Shawmut Design and Construc-
tion, Construction Management 
Project Center and celebrate 
the ·result of their "partnership 
of excellence." And, since all 
the work was done for free, the 
university used the opportunity 
to say thank you. 
Until now, students in the 
School of Engineering's comput-
ing and construction manage- -
ment program made do with 
the small room in which they 
researched, planned, created 
and presented some impres-
sive projects. But, despite the 
school's success in turning out 
talented professionals in the 
construction industry, it lacked a 
focal point on campus. 
"The students came to me 
with a problem," said Professor 
Fred Gould, who served as the 
project coordinator. In identifying 
what they and the faculty wanted 
to bring to future classes, they 
agreed on a plan to "establish 
a core center for instruction, 
club and team activities; provide 
agile work spaces, incorporate a 
design that speaks to the quality 
and professionalism of construc-
tion management graduates, 
increase program visibility, and 
provide the technology to link 
the school and students with 
students and industry through-
out the world." 
They had the idea, they had 
the space, they knew what they 
wanted the center to look like. 
What they lacked was the mate-
rial, the labor and the money to 
make it happen. 
When presented with what the 
university had - and didn't have 
- to make the project happen, 
Bill Hughes, president of.Shaw-
mut Design and Construction 
of Providence, agreed 10 help. 
After all, he already knew the 
quality of the program, having 
hired many RWU graduates. 
"We wanted to do something 
to give back to the school," Mr. 
Hughes said. 
Mr. Hughes began by calling in 
a favor. "We started asking a lot 
of people to do a lot of things." 
Mr. Hughes contacted a com-
pany he worked with on other 
projects, and which also has 
RWU graduates on its staff, Vi-
sion 3 Architects of Providence. 
Bill Gray of Vision 3 Architects 
took the concept the school pro-
vided and fine-tuned the design 
and space elements that would 
1ransform the 904-square-foot 
cinder block room, with lecture 
hall-style seating, into a state-of-
the-art work space. 
An army of subcontractors 
was recruited to donate time 
to demolish and rebuild interior 
features. The classroom was 
closed off at the end of last 
year's fall semester, and work 
began in January. Renovations 
included leveling the floor, open-
ing the room to the lobby, and 
creating a board room furnished 
with an 18-seat conference table 
and information technology and 
audio-visual equipment. 
But perhaps the most dramatic 
change came from what was 
removed. 
"We wanted to make use of the 
lobby area outside the room," 
said Mr. Gray, indicating with a 
sweep of his hands the open-
ness of the lobby. "This used 
to be a dead end." He pointed 
to where a cinder block wall 
used to be. ''The glass wall and 
the open design gives a better 
image of the school's vision," he 
said, while the towering ceilings 
with exposed steel work reflects 
the trade that is taught in the 
building. "It'll be a focal point of 
the school." 
From the lobby, which is part 
showcase for student work 
and part relaxing lounge area, 
visitors can see into the glass 
enclosure where students and 
teachers interact in groups or 
utilize the conference area for 
one-on-one exchanges. The 
room is equipped with electri-
cal boxes throughout the floor, 
making it more convenient for 
students working on projects to 
set-up for presentations any-
where in the room. 
The construction project is 
shown as a scrolling picto-
rial timeline on a monitor in the 
lobby, where those who donated 
time, talents and materials -
estimated in the "hundreds of 
thousands of dollars• - to the 
school are honored. 
''The construction management 
students are greatly apprecia-
tive," said student Tom Glea-
son, speaking on behalf of his 
classmates. 
"We're excited to be part of the 
future," Mr. Hughes said. 
downdream7.quangcaophuyen.net 
The Roger Williams University School of Engineering. 
Ben Whitmore -
Uneaten fruits and vegetables fall into a churning pile of organic 
products, manure, and sewage waste begining jts journey to 
become ultra-fertile compost soil. 
Solar power coming to 
Bristol compost facility 
Article courtesy 
Bristol Phoenix 
The town's first alternative 
energy project has gone out to 
bid. 
A $60,000 grant through the 
American Reinvestment and 
Recovery Act (ARRA) was 
awarded earlier this year that 
will pay tor part of the purchase 
and installation of solar panels 
at the town's compost facility. 
The Water Pollution Control 
Department, which oversees the 
compost facility, received the 
grant, which provides federal 
funds to encourage renewable 
energy projects that lessen the 
reliance on fossil fuels. 
According to the department's 
supervisor, Matthew Calde-
riso, "Water and wastewater 
are some of the largest utility 
consumers." 
This, he says, is due to the 
fact that the plant is constantly 
in operation to process sewage 
into a sludge that can be used 
as composting material. The 
solar power genefated::by this 
project is expected to save the 
department about $1,300 from 
a monthly $5,000 electricity 
bill at the compost facility, Mr. 
Calderiso said. 
As the compost facility is 
prepared to have the solar 
panels installed, the town will 
take the opportunify to replace 
the original roof on the building, 
a project the town has been get-
ting ready to do this past year. 
Funding to replace the roof will 
come out of the town's coffers. 
"Town officials ar.e very excited 
about this project. It is the first 
green project that is moving 
forward in Bristol," Town Ad-
ministrator Diane Mederos said. 
"We are confident that this will 
be the first of several renewable 
energy·proiects,.looludiRg•wWl· 
energy, in the next few years. 
As an example, the East Bay 
Energy Consortium, which the 
town is a part of, is currently 
working on a regional turbine 
project that would be of great 
benefit to Bristol." 
The town asked for funding to 
incorporate both solar a~d wind 
projects to generate power. Only 
the solar project was approved 
by the R.I. Office of Energy 
Resources for funding. 
In September, five companies 
interested in bidding on the 
project attended a pre-bid con-· 
ference to review the plans in 
preparation for submitting a bid. 
On hearing their questions, town 
officials determined the project's 
specifications were too loose 
for contractors to adequately 
submit a proposal. 
'We're going to come up with a 
plan that's a little better defined," 
Mr. Calderiso said. 
As a result, the deadline to 
submit a bid has been extended 
to Oct. 20. 
Whafs going down around Bristol? 
Downtown walking tours on Thursdays 
On Thursdays, the Bristol Historical & Preservation Society presents an afternoon walking tour 
(weather permitting}. On Sept. 30, the tour with historian Ray Battcher is "Hither and Yon," which 
will meander around the lower end of Thames Street and the cover the history of the waterfront. 
Learn how the 1815 Gale altered the Bristol waterfront. The walk starts at 3 p.m. at the society at 
48 Court St. It is free to members and $5 for others. 
Call 253-7223 for more information. Membership is open to all. There is adequate parking and the 
society is wheelchair accessible. 
Farmers' market open on Fridays at Colt Park 
Bristol Art Gallery is saying 'BOO!' this month 
Bristol Art Gallery's latest open juried exhibit, "BOO!", features 
original paintings, sculpture, photography and othEtr media that 
depict the spirit and many moods of All Hallows' Eve. An open-
ing reception is from 4 to 7 p.m. Saturday, Oct. 2, at the gallery 
at 423 Hope St. There will be creepy but tasty refreshments, 
spooky music and frightening Gothic decor. An award ceremony 
is at 6 p.m. Admission is free, and costumes are welcome. 
Children must be accompanied by adults. 
An annual farmers' market by the R.I. DEM Division of Agriculture is open from 2 to 6 p.m. on Fridays 
through Oct. 29, rain or shine, at Colt State Park, off Hope Street. 
The exhibit runs through Oct. 31. 
en.wikipedla.org 
Locally grown plants, vegetables, flowers, fruit, herbs, baked goods, jams, jellies and, relishes, chicken, 
eggs and seafood are for sale. Enter through the main entrance and watch for the signs on the left. 
rhodeislandguide.org 
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Knock) knock: Girls got ga_~e ... RWU's got a 
Special Delivery 
D . 11 T varsity's United Nations mm · .._ ' 1. z. .. 1 · 
one e erry Association of South Africa 
Herald Staff Reporter (UNASA) chapter. Through 
this she taught English to 
. . students ages eight to 13. 
Griffin Labbance 
Herald Staff Reporter 
A 'special' group on campus is 
putting-a unique spin on familiar 
music. · 
Many students on campus 
are used to traditional college 
activities such as varsity athlet-
ics, intramural sports and the 
occasional concert or live band 
performance. But something 
that a select group of students 
is taking part in on campus may 
turn a few more heads this year 
in comparison to last. 
The Roger Williams University 
'A Cappella' group, 
Special Delivery 
"Last year, we won the 'Come-
back Club of the Year' award, 
which pushed us to enter this 
year with higher expectations," 
Soprano said. "We are going to 
try to perform harder songs, and 
also try to perform in different 
locations than last year." 
Last year, the club performed 
at varsity athletic events, 
concerts and at large campus 
gatherings such as Autumn 
Fest. Soprano and the rest of 
the group look to expand on 
these locations and perform 
outside of campus and hopefully 
bring their shows to a statewide 
level. 
Last spring, the club got a 
taste of 
is a group 
of students As a freshman ... the group 
who sing wasn't very organized, but I 
a broader 
spectrum of 
musicians 
by hosting 
the Spring 
Showcase 
some well- I f f t 1- I · ·t known tunes saw a o o po en IO m 1 • 
in a different 
fashion. What 
makes this 
in the field 
house. This 
invitational 
-Kristina Soprano, featured 
Here at Roger Williams Their previous knowledge of 
University, if you want to ~tudy English varied but the work 
abroad, you have the entire was rewarding. 
world available to you. Stu- "It was really nice to see the 
dents can go anywhere from. development in the kids' read-
Costa Rica t~ _ltaly t~ Australia. ing levels and English skills 
However, senior K~t1e Boze- throughout the five months I 
man chose a location that not was there ~ Bozeman said. 
many RWU students have It was in'correlation with 
Bozeman in South Africa with 
two girls from the Girls and 
Football SA program. gon~ to before. Last year, she this program tha~ Boze~an 
decided that she wanted t~ involved herself m a ~roiect violence. They have the most 
spend a semester abroad m that she became passionate murders with firearms, assaults 
South Afric~. . about· she started working with and rapes per capita than any-
"I thought ~t would be interest- a program called 'Girls_ and, where else in t~e world. In a i~g to exp~nence the culture. Football SA (South Afn~a}._ recent suryey, 11 was found that 
first-hand m the pc:>st-apartheid 'Football' in South Africa 1s a woman 1s raped every 17-
era," Bozeman said. "I ~lso what we call soccer in the U.S. seconds in South Africa today. 
thought it would be a nice The mission of Girls and Foot- Additionally about one-fourth of 
bridge between my Anthropol- ball SA is to encourage young the population is unemployed ogy/Soci~log.y and ~lob.~I girls empowerment through and lives on. less than ~1.25 a 
Communication maiors. body ownership, self esteem day. According to lostgirlss_A. 
Bozeman left ~er hometown and sense of accomplish~ent. org, a girl born in South Afnca 
of Augusta, Mame and hopped The culture in South Africa has a one in three chance of 
on a plan~ for Cape Town, is, of course, very diff~ren~ reaching secondary scho~I. but 
South Africa. He~ ~chool, or from our culture here m Bristol, a one in two chance ~t being 
'uni' as they call it in South. R.I., and while Bozeman was raped. This is someth1_ng that Afric~, was Stel~enbosh ~m- abroad she learned a lot ab~ut obviously has a larQe impact 
vers1ty, located iust outside of the ways in which cultures d1f- on the people that hve there. 
Cape Town. As it turned ou.t, fer in regards to gender-based Women and young girl~ are group unique 
is that while 
soloists are 
singing their 
parts, the rest 
President of RWU Special Delivmv schools ··~ I from wifhin 
Bozeman was presented with a issues. especially affected by this and, 
great opportunity that ended .untonunatslv ... So.utll . . •a ralllluHte18 IVCl'bh-.. 
up changing her whole - ... - · -- .~ "A~ra--=- the Girls and Football SA pro-
of the group is singing in ways 
that resemble backup musical 
instruments. 
The group consists of around 
30 students, with one or two 
soloists performing in each 
song song. Kristina Soprano, 
President of the club, a junior, 
feels that this year the group 
will show the campus how much 
they have grown. 
"I started as a freshman by 
joining the group. At that time, 
the group wasn't very organized 
or structured but I saw a lot of 
potential in it," Soprano said. 
Soprano described how she 
saw a large amount of unused 
and unrecognized talent within 
the group, which influenced 
her to run for the position of 
president. Currently, Soprano 
helps to organize the group 
and arranges a majority of the 
pieces that are performed. 
the region 
and totaled about 160 students. 
Soprano commented that mem-
bers from other schools had 
very positive remarks about the 
RWUclub. 
Like any club on campus, the 
students in Special Delivery are 
required to have a faculty an 
advisor for the group. The mem-
bers of the group spoke very 
hig,hly about the their advisor, 
William Aton. Soprano stated 
that Aton is "very helpful and a 
good person to go to if anyone 
has questions or concerns 
about the group." 
Special Delivery held audi-
tions at the beginning of this 
semester for members to join. 
Although clubs are not permit-
ted to put a cap -0n members, 
Soprano stated tha~ the reaso~ 
• 
See A CAPPELLA, page 10 
experience, not only mous reputation gram was created. Bozeman, 
abroad but in the for along with five other people 
U.S. also. that coordinat-
Bozeman ed and 
volunteered ~. f 0und-b~  a ~h uni- t e 
Computing conference: 10110010110 
. h I · be attending the 10th Annual Language (COBOL) used often different companies, specifically ing program over the past two 
Nie o as Tomeo Grace Hopper Celebration of in computing. for prospective careers after years, which is part of the GRRL 
Herald Staff Reporter Women in Computing confer- On the first day of the confer- graduation. The conference will Tech Project. This program was 
Research indicates that com-
putin~ is generally viewed as 
isolating and solitary by young 
women today. There was once a 
peak in interest, but since 1982, 
this has decreased by ninety 
percent. 
But in the case of Casey Aiello, 
a senior majoring in Computer 
Information Systems (CIS) here 
at Roger Williams University, 
this trend has been contradicted. 
From Sept. 29 to Oct. 2, she will 
ence in Atlanta, Georgia. Hosted ence, Aiello will present a poster also feature a variety of pre- headed by Associate Professor 
by the Association for Comput- with fellow classmates Jessica sentations and workshops by of Computer Information Sys-
ing Machinery, this event will Peacock and So Phi A Ngo, professionals discussing their terns at RWU, Brett McKenzie. 
feature more than 2,000 profes- both juniors majoring and minor- career paths, such as CEOs of The computing team collabo-
sional women - from industry, ing in CIS respectively. The fact companies like Google. rated with Ryan Weekes, Sarah 
academia and research labs that three CIS students from the "I have already been inter- Morris and Alexandra Lanieri 
- and more than 1,500 young same school are attending this viewed by a couple of com- from the Lady Hawks, RWU's 
women involved in computing. conference is both rare and a panies," Aiello said, but this women's basketball team, 
This conference commemo- exciting event for RWU. conference will further broaden throughout the course of this 
rates Grace Hopper, the first "I am excited to show the her options for her career as a program,. helping high school 
woman to receive a Ph.D. in research that I have done, and_ Computer Engineer. girls practice basketball skills 
Mathematics. Hopper was highly there will also be a fair the night Aiello earned a presentation and teach them the basics of 
involved in early computing, and after," Aiello said. scholarship for this conference computing. 
later became responsible for This fair will offer the op- this summer, having participated 
the Common Business-Oriented portunity to meet people from in the Basketball and Comput- See COMPUTING, page 10 
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Willow Hall 
Willow wOn 1t shut up! 
Clara Moses The first meeting had not been well 
Herald Staff Reporter . attended, but the students that were there 
When it was announced that quiet hours 
were to start at 9:00 p.m. seven days-a-
week in Willow Town house 1 from now 
on, students ~h.~ _01,1LJhe buil~ 
RA, Russen Thonias;-hefd'a fl6ol" 
last Wednesday to give the news. This is 
Thomas' third year as an RA and he says 
he has never experienced such extreme 
behavior from a unit as a whole, until now. 
Normally, quiet hours 
start at 11 :00 p.m. on 
weekdays and 1 :00 
p.m. on weekends 
throughout all of 
RWU's dorm buildings. 
However, the change 
was made for Willow 1 
because of the unruly 
behaviormany noticed. 
"The Willow community 
as a whole has seen 
behavior that's out of 
the norm," Thomas 
commented. 
Core Kimberly Beard-
sley pointed out that it 
is an expectation that 
residents will be respect-
ful of one another so that studying and 
sleeping will not be a problem for anyone. 
She wants the dorms to be a "comfort-
able" place to live. 
"It's not about us trying to go on this al-
cohol tirade," stated Beardsley. She says 
alcohol problems are not really related to 
the change in quiet hours. The amount of 
students written up in Willow this year are 
not that much different than the last. 
Beardsley also mentioned that part of 
her job is to help students relate to one 
another, and that some rl;?sidents might 
not feel comfortable asking their neigh-
bors to quiet down. "Some people might 
judge loudness differently," she added. 
Beardsley was the one to call a second 
floor meeting for Willow 1 last Sunday. 
immediately responded by giving attitude 
to Thomas. From there the response got 
worse. 
Posters had been put up around the unit 
reminding students of the coming change. 
=~~~:~•~ 
with a •p** thisr scnbbled in the-comer, 
but one had been completely redone to 
resemble the original while the actual 
text promoted partying instead of quiet 
hours. 
Because of this the sec-
ond meeting was called. 
Beardsley explained that 
first RAs try to deal with 
the problem themselves 
but sometimes assistance 
is needed. "People will 
step in and support the 
process and help out so 
that it's not all on [Thom-
as'] shoulders, because 
he doesn't have to go 
through that by himseH." 
At this, meeting Thomas 
went around the building 
to gather as many resi-
dents as possible. Then Beard-
sley explained that as long as the flyers 
stop and people become more respectful 
the quiet hours should go back to normal 
in around two to three weeks, which put a 
few residents at ease. "It's not our inten-
tion to take something away for a full year 
at all," Beardsley said in an interview. 
Beardsley explained that every situation 
is different and they would all have to play 
it by ear, but are hopeful Willow 1 could 
have a fresh start soon. She added, "Our 
intention is not to crush whatever fun that 
people want to have; it's we live in a com-
munity and we want people to be respect-
ful of one another." 
The power of 1 
Owen Kauppila 
Co-Managing Editor 
curtain who makes s 
halls, the RAs and th 
reside over all functic 
When plans for NC 
Roger Williams University's new- developed, Montefus 
est architectural addition is the North o~stacles that posed 
Campus Residence Hall (NCRH), with RA-student inter 
a structure full of modern amenities 'When we were wo 
and high-tech equipment installed to arc~itects, at one poi 
help make the lives of students more Resident Assistants] 
c~mfortable ~md easy. In cooperation or attac~ed,to an ape 
with the hall itself, Resident Assistants fusco said. 'We reall1 
(RAs) work hard to further the comfort the architects to get I 
and easiness of being a student living rated from the direct 
on campus. to develop a more co 
Tony Montefusco, the Executive Di- comfortable living sp, 
rector of University Housing Operations · Montefusco went 01 
and Planning, is the man behind the when RAs used to IN 
Jenna Mulvey 
Herald Staff Reporter 
Last year, I lived in Cedar and had two won-
derful RA's. Both of them were very patient, 
and never raised their voices. I also felt that 
tt I had a question or problem, I could talk to 
them. Another great thing about them was that they were avail-
able most of the time. Both of them had busy schedules, but 
that never stopped them from helping their residents. 
They also gave us their cell numbers in case we ever 
had to reach them. I'll never forget when one of them texted me 
saying I did a good job singing the national anthem at the dance 
club performance, and hugged me when she saw me! They 
were definitely great RAs for freshmen, and made transition-
ing into life as a freshman easier. If you were in any clubs or 
organizations, or interacting with other people, they were very 
supportive of you. 
Part of me also felt like they could relate to our hall, and wanted 
to get to know us. At one point, my RAs held a mandatory hall 
meeting. It turned out that they had boug~t art supplies for us to 
make our own door tags! It also seemed.like they were always 
looking out for us. l will definitely always remember these RAs. 
tin open door 
·e the residence 
students they 
1 like clockwork. 
H were first 
o discovered 
iossible issues 
ction. 
ling with the 
l they had [the 
~aced in a suite 
tment." Monte-
had to work with 
1e RAs) sepa-
tudent living area 
esive team and 
::e for everyone." 
10 describe how, 
with students 
in Stonewall, fewer students came to 
them with their problems or questions. 
Once RAs were moved to their own 
living areas, more accessible areas, 
students were more willing to interact. 
Overall, Montefusco is proud of the 
relationships that RAs have established 
with the students across campus and 
over the bridge. 
"They're very creative," Montefusco 
said. "Over at Baypoint ... it is very 
'male-heavy' and one of the RAs did a 
tie-tying program." 
It is this sort of cooperation and 
cohesiveness that makes a campus run 
smoothly and "helps to build the com-
munity" as Montefusco said. 
Aaron Piemontesi is a junior here at Roger 
'illiams University, and although he hasn't 
1ad any bad Resident Assistants (yet), he 
~efinitely has witnessed a few bad apples. 
fhe most frequent observation that Piemon-
1si has made is that 'bad RAs' tend to try to 
e too much power over students by using 
ir 'power' on campus in inappropriate ways. 
After living in Willow, Stonewall and now Bayside, Piemontesi 
·eflects on ttie experience of his friend in regards to 'bad RAs' 
.nd privacy: 
"A friend of mine's RA would just walk into his room and mess 
'ith his stuff. 
We didn't really care, but the fact that he took it upon himself 
:o just walk in and take things was messed up.· 
Though that RA didn't respect privacy, there was another RA 
·~o was overly private: 
"My RA during freshman year was barely ever in her room ... 
~specially since it was my freshman year, we needed to know 
r.tuff and learn about the campus and she wasn't really around 
ro help us at all." 
He then commented on how the overall process could possibly 
pa altered to avoid having 'bad RAs' infect the campus: 
"I think the process needs to be looked at from different views 
__ sides the one-day selection process, hypothetical situations 
~nd one-on-one interviews people are put in. The process is 
~ood, but I don't think it's in-depth enough to treat everyone 
irly, and because of that, sometimes RAs end up not fitting 'the 
!>OSition.· 
Katlyn Proctor 
Opinions Editor 
Being an RA isn't easy, although 
a student may think that it's no 
more difficult than simply taking a 
late night stroll to 
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necessarily look for violations, but 
to let it come naturally. The main 
priority of an RA is to keep his or 
her living area safe and conducive 
to living and learning," said Jennifer 
Stanley, the Director of the Depart-
ment of Residence Life. Stanley 
oversees the 
ensure that people 
are minding the 
quiet hours. Quite 
frankly, it's one of 
the hardest student 
jobs on campus. 
On top of the 
rigorous app~cation 
"The moin ·pf!ority of ·on tk·k 
to keep their living area safe 
and conducive to living and 
learning." 
hiriQQ n[~ of~Ara-ncrut:- --- -" 
timately works 
with RAs to 
help better the 
environment of 
students. RAs 
process, including 
3 recommenda-
tions and an all-day interview, RAs 
are always planning ahead. They 
program community-building events 
to provide students with what they 
want, as well as constantly being 
on the look out. "Students may 
have the perception that RAs police 
the living ....-.. areas but we 
stress to - them to not 
-Jennifer Stanley perform nightly 
rounds, pro-
gram events, 
and currently make decisions that 
affect their social life. "It's hard to 
be an RA - there can easily be a 
conflict with friends and RAs tend to 
separate themselves from that but 
the decision is up to them as long 
as they remain fair and consistent in 
their relationship with all students." 
'l' 
scup.org North Campus Residence Hall, or "New Res." 
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FOOTBALL: Girls play to g.ain recognition 
Continued from page 7 
program, worked to inspire 
young girls to develop a sense 
of empowerment through soc-
cer. 
As a basis of its function, the 
Girls and Football SA program 
towards achieving the United 
Nations Millenium Development 
Goals: gender equality, multi-
lateral cooperation and sustain-
able development. The young 
girls that are involved with Girls 
and Football SA are learning 
life lessons that will help them 
develop into strong women. 
They are learning these lessons 
through role models like Boze-
man. 
Bozeman explained that 
"women have ridiculously diffi-
cult obstacles that they need to 
overcome in [South Africa]," so 
Girls and Football SA is looking 
to help girls overcome some of 
these hardships through sports. 
According to Bozeman, most 
of the girls involved with Girls 
and Soccer SA consider soccer 
to be a form of escape for them 
- they use soccer as a way to 
get their mind off some of the 
struggles and bad things that 
happen around them. Playing 
soccer gives them a chance to 
be confident about something 
and gives them better opportu-
nities in life. 
Some say men's sports have 
always received more atten-
tion than women's sports. For 
example, the International Fed-
eration of Association Football 
(FIFA) World Cup took place in 
South Africa this past summer. 
The media coverage during 
this event spread across the 
entire globe; most people knew 
it was happening. Much of this 
coverage may be attributed to 
the fact that this was a men's 
soccer tournament. 
What many people do not 
know is that there is a FIFA 
Women's World Cup as well. 
The women's tournament is 
taking place next summer and it 
can be assumed that it will not 
get as much press coverage or 
attention as the men's World 
Cup. . 
The importance of establishing 
recognition of women's sports 
is dire. Girls and Football SA is 
helping to do just that. 
"A lot of the girls are really 
good but they don't get the 
credit they deserve," Bozeman 
said. ''They work hard at some-
thing they love to do. Ifs really 
inspiring." 
Now that she is back in the 
states after her semester 
abroad, Bozeman's job with 
Girls and Football SA has 
changed slightly: she is now its 
overseas correspondent. She 
is actively trying to spread the 
word to support young girls 
playing soccer and to support 
funding for workshops. If you'd 
like to help her cause, check 
out GirlsandFootballSA.com. 
Girls from South Africa who are involved with 
the Girls and Football SA program practice 
drills in preparation for the NaHonal Com-
mittee for lnternatiorTaf Cooperation and 
Sustainable Development (NCDO) Finals 
Challenge 
All photos courtesy of GirlsandFootballSA.com 
A CAPPELLA: 1Special Delivery' 
hits a high note COMPUTING: Continued from page 7 
for auditions was not to ex-
clude people, but to break the 
ensemble into smaller groups. 
This segmentation allows for a 
clearer and more solid sound 
in every performance. So-
prano stated that Aton was a 
very useful advisor when they 
held auditions; he provided 
a more experienced view on 
their p.erformances. 
The group strives to recruit 
incoming freshmen to help 
carry on the club. Freshman 
Lauren Fonti agrees with 
Soprano about the group's 
potential. 
"I heard about Special Deliv-
ery, and being a music major, 
thought that this was a great 
way to gain more experience," 
Fonti said. 
Sophomore Catherine Cappuc-
ci also agreed that the group's 
recruitment is very strong. 
"I love [Special Delivery] so 
I heard about Special Delivery 
and, being a music major, 
thought t~at this was a great 
way to gain more experience. 
-Lauren Fonti, Freshman 
RWU Special Delivery 
much," Cappucci said. ''This 
group helps to form a great bond 
with all of its members." 
The group looks ahead to a 
successful year full of different 
performances in different loca-
tions. After the award from last 
spring, Soprano hopes to lead 
the group to bigger and better 
opportunities. This year, Special 
Delivery will perform during 
Family Weekend in mid-Octo-
ber. They will also host their 
annual first semester concert, 
which is scheduled to take place 
on Dec. 5. 
The group also hopes to co-
sponsor with different musical 
groups on campus such as the 
Musicians' Guild and the RWU 
Chorus. Soprano believes that 
"working with other groups on 
campus will help broaden the 
community and also reach more 
students." Student~ can find 
information regardfng upcom-
ing performances online and on 
flyers that will be hung around 
campus. 
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All photos courtesy of facebook.com 
The Roger Williams University A Cappela Choir, Special Delivery, performs 
during their Spring Showcase invitafjonaf fast semester. 
RWU senior is 
Wired in 
Continued from page 7 
This program was made pos-
sible from a grant given by the 
National Girls' Collaborative 
Project, irt cooperation with 
Girls, Inc. in Taunton, 'MA.~ · 
In this program, McKenzie 
describes Aiello as showing a 
lot of "commitment and enthu-
siasm," and having a "strive 
towards success." 
Aiello became acquainted 
with McKenzie during Aiello's 
sophomore year at RWU, tak-
ing McKenzie's Introduction to 
Digital Thinking course. In this 
class, the program 'Alice' was 
used, and both animations and 
games were brought into the 
computing spectrum. 
"(Casey] was one of the few 
(women] to arrive in college 
knowing that she was interested 
in Computing," McKenzie said. 
"This was very unique.". 
Although Aiello only had 
one class with McKenzie, she 
remained close with him over 
the past two years, particu-
larly through the Basketball and 
Computing program. 
"She has served as an effec-
tive ambassador to those who 
are undecided about pursuing 
a computer major or minor," 
McKenzie said. 
Aiello's interest in computer 
technology first came about in 
elementary school; she was 
very proficient with computers 
by the time she reached third 
grade, according to Aiello. Her 
mother'soccupation also greatly 
influenced her. 
"My mom had a software job 
before I was born, and she 
has worked in the Information 
Technology (IT) departments 
of a couple hospitals," Aiello 
said. "She was always on the 
computer." 
Naturally, this augmented 
Aiello's interest in computers. 
By the time she arrived at RWU, 
her mind was set on majoring in 
computer technology. 
Aiello has wid&ly discussed 
with McKenzie the reason for 
which computing is generally 
unappealing to young women 
as a career. 
"Computing Is much more 
effective in a collaborative envi-
ronment, with activities such as 
pair programming," McKenzie 
said. 
Perhaps with this approach, 
computing will have more ap-
peal to young women, but in the 
meanwhile, Casey has proved 
that this field is still very much 
alive. 
~-......~..--~~~~----..-~~.---.~--~~~~~~~~~~------~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--,.-~~~--~~~-.., 
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Between the sheets 
The yoga pants dilemma 
Sea Shells By the Seashore 
Lisa Pellecchia 
Herald Contributor 
e~ Regardless of whether it is derived from elitist humor or resulting from vigilant observa-tion, the term ··sea shell" has 
been indoctrinated among the 
witty as a means for dealing with 
the perpetual problem of rather 
oblivious comments that pollute 
the atmosphere of academia. 
While they were previously an 
occasional occurrence, the 
ignorant utterances of sea shells 
are now metastasizing at an 
incalculable rate. One might 
inquire as to what precisely this 
figurative notion pays hom-
extent of a sea shell's formal 
linguistic vocabulary, for some 
unfathomable reason, is the 
word "utilize," which they "utilize" 
quite frequently. The articulately 
eloquent diction the elusive sea 
shell resorts to is only prevalent 
when the hollow "sssssssshhhh-
hhhhhh" sound is silenced. Sea 
shells rely, habitually, on others' 
mildly insightful contemplation 
and intellectual conversations 
that take place within their 
vicinity. Being incapable of 
comprehending the depth of a 
well-orchestrated thought, sea 
shells attempt to reiterate such 
wisdom to no avail. The result of 
which: vexingly empty noise. 
of their analytical investiga-
tions. The difference between 
sea shells and these students: 
the latter of the two will most 
certainly be appreciative of this 
satire. And to the sea shells 
reading this, please accept my 
sincerest apologies. 
Racy Stacie 
Herald Contributer 
At the end of every weekend, 
there are few key behaviors I 
notice on campus that define a 
Sunday ... the slightly slug-
gish pace of students walking 
around the quad, the impos-
sibility to find an empty washer 
in the laundry room, and the 
constant vision of the Substa-
tion car driving by. However, 
if you take one stroll down the 
aisle in the Commons during 
brunch or pause from study-
ing long enough to hear the 
conversation occurring next to 
you in the library, nine out of 
ten times you will hear a group 
of dudes reminiscing about the 
weekend. 
As a female, the words I 
usually pick out of the bro-talk 
concern the choice phrases 
used to identify women on cam-
pus who might appear sexually 
savvy. Yes, we are all accus-
tomed to these descriptions 
and I even find myself using 
them in my own conversations. 
The words get flung about so 
regularly that most of us are 
desensitized to their meanings. 
How messed up is that? For 
every one derogatory word 
used in regards to a guy, I can 
think of three more obscene 
references to women. Trust me, 
I have seen the posters created 
using these words - graphic 
design at its best. 
I have this conversation with 
girls constantly. I can be sit-
ting in class with girls I barely 
know or in my room with good 
friends, and we all connect 
on the simple fact that we as 
women deal with this crap 
every day. Why is it that when 
a guy sleeps with someone he 
gets a fist pound and respect 
while the girl in question gets 
labeled as a slut? A girl does 
not even have to have sex to 
be a slut; she can simply be 
wearing yoga pants and receive 
that label. 
And THEN these same guys 
who call us sluts will turn 
around and call us a prude 
when we ignore their advances 
on a Saturday night. WTF? 
Correct me if I'm wrong, but 
it is this double standard that 
makes us a little crazy. Is it not 
201 O? Times have changed 
and last I checked girls could 
wear the pants too. Getting 
through college with a decent 
GPA is hard enough-do we 
really need this added stress? 
It is absolutely ridiculous that 
we change our top eight times 
before going out on a Friday 
and still ask our friends: "Does 
this make me look slutty?" Is 
there even a correct answer to 
that question? 
At some point you just have 
to say, "screw it." It is so much 
easier to make your own 
choices. Any yes, we occasion-
ally ask for input, but I think it is 
up to each one of us to decide 
what (or who) we want to do 
because at the end of the night, 
the only opinion that really 
matters is your own. If you can 
sleep at night, whether you are 
alone or with a friend, that is 
all that counts. "Slur is not a 
term that is going away anytime 
soon, but I am personally not 
going to live my life in fear of 
being called one. Webster's 
definition of a slut changes so 
rapidly that it is hard to keep 
up. All I know for sure is that I 
love wearing my yoga pants .... 
age to, and to those I suggest 
a review of how the echoing 
reverberations, reminiscent of 
crashing waves, is manifest in 
a simple sea shell. When one 
lifts the calcified object close to 
his or her ear, soft sounds in the 
surrounding area become ampli-
fied as they ricochet within the 
cavity of the shell, demonstrating 
just how responsive the human 
ear is to sound. 
Now, take a moment 
and apply this natural 
phenomenon to "some 
people" you interact with on 
a daily basis. From personal 
experience it appears that the 
Bothersome? I know. A ram-
pant epidemic? Possibly. Hope 
for the future? Improbable. One 
should be conscious of the overt 
distinction between a sea shell 
and a student struggling with ar-
duous course material, as these 
students - the shrugging Atlas' 
within the community - are in 
actuality pensively reflective, 
though occasionally 
overtaxed by the 
weight 
Auto inspection 
The lowdown on breaks 
Mark Fusco 
Photo Editor 
Whether it's a quick stop by the 
car in front of you or a ball being 
followed by a child on a neigh-
borhood road, let's face it: you 
never know when you'll need 
your brakes. Maintaining prop-
erly working brakes can be the 
safest thing you can do for you 
and your vehicle. Certain types 
of driving can accelerate brake 
wear and cause them to fail 
sooner. For example stop-and-
go traffic, aggressive driving, 
and riding your brakes all add 
excessive stress on the braking 
system. All brakes will wear out 
in time, though. A few ways to 
- Dashboard brake warning 
light 
- Squealing, chirping or grind-
ing noises 
- Pulsating brake pedal 
- Shaky steering wheel 
- Increase in stopping distance 
- Car pulling to one side when 
you stop 
maximize your brakes' lifespan Brakes are one of the more 
is to try to coast to a stop when ,.. complex parts of your vehicle, so 
possible, instead of stopping unless you have built a working 
harshly and avoid overly aggres- nuclear reactor out of wood, 
sive driving habits. On average, you should not work on them 
you should expect to get 30,000 yourself. If you experience any 
- 45,000 miles on your brakes. of these symptoms, make an ap-
A few key symptoms of a pos- pointment to see your mechanic 
sible problem are: - it could save you from an 
accident down the road. 
The warrants for Cape Wind blow nay-sayers away 
Alexandra Artiano 
Herald Staff Reporter 
Coming from the South Coast 
of Massachusetts, I've heard a 
lot of debate over the pros and 
cons of windmills in communi-
ties. The biggest debate that 
comes to mind is about a wind 
farm proposed to be placed in 
Nantucket Sound. At times I can 
empathize with both sides of 
the argument, but at other times 
the argument seems a bit larger 
than the actual proposal. On the 
more liberal side, anyone can 
see the good that a wind farm 
that large could do to help soften 
the reliance on other natural 
resources. It would also power sector with alternative fuels" but bring this to court which could 
"on average, 75% of the electric- the fact is that the Cape Wind stall the project for a couple 
ity usage for Cape Cod and the project will also help with Co2 more years. Massachusetts 
Islands" according to cleanpow- emissions along with relieving Governor Deval Patrick, who is 
emow.org a non-profit organiza- the Cape Cod area of its depen- a supporter of the project, said 
tion that fights for Cape Wind. dency of oil. It really didn't take at the statehouse "on balance, 
The other side of the argument much effort to become educated Cape Wind is good for our 
that I am less sympathetic to in what facts are supported and environment and good for our 
is mainly supported by people which are simply just arguments. energy needs." 
that would be directly hurt by the Even with all this debate So where does that leave us 
lack of dependence on oil such surrounding the proposed wind as students at Roger Wil-
as oil heir William Koch. The farm on Aug. 28, just a couple Iiams? Every time we pass 
"Alliance to Protect Nantucket weeks ago, Secretary Ken over the Mount Hope Bridge to 
Sound" claims that this project Salazar approved the permit for Portsmouth there are two wind 
will not reduce our dependence Cape Wind to go ahead. He was turbines in plain view. Parents 
on oil and will affect local quoted as saying, "This will be and students alike seem to be 
fisheries along with many other · the first of many projects up and pleased with this view and con-
consequences. Their website down the Atlantic coast." This sider it a nice foil to the RRWU 
even offers that we should be was quickly followed by non- dedication to environmental 
focusing on '1he transportation supporters stating they would concerns. A freshmen here says 
she is a supporter because 
there is "no noise, clean energy, 
and it is pretty also." The view 
we have of these wind turbines 
is on a much larger scale than 
that people closest to the Wind 
Farm in Nantucket Sound would 
experience. Based on the scale 
and curvature of the earth the 
turbines would appear to be the 
size of your thumbnail on the 
horizon. The general consensus 
on campus puts into perspec-
tive how little it would impact the 
people that could see the wind 
farm in Nantucket Sound. 
• • 
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Courtney Costello 
Herald Contributer 
This summer while most of you 
were enjoying the sand and surf 
of the East Coast, the Gulf Coast 
community suffered through one of 
worst oil spills in American history. 
The drilling rig, Deepwater Hori-
zon, leased by British Petroleum, 
exploded on April 20, causing an 
environmental and economical up-
roar. Regulations were not followed 
prior to drilling and the safer equip-
ment required was not implemented 
on the rig. 
The people whose livelihood and 
careers thrived on the oceanfront 
were lost because of this disaster, 
and the Gulf's natural environment 
is now more endangered than ever 
before. Needless to say, both of 
these communities still have not yet 
felt the full repercussions. 
Due to this disaster, President 
Obama placed a moratorium on all 
offshore drilling in the United States. 
However, it appears that BP still 
has not received the message that 
drilling in the ocean is dangerous for 
all parties involved when the rules 
are not followed or executed. As it 
seems, our British brethren have 
another plan to get around laws put 
in place by the U.S. Government. 
Ultimately, BP has defied nature 
and created an island off the coast 
of Alaska to get around the "off-
shore" drilling freeze. This island, 
created by project Liberty, is a heap 
of aravel about 31 acres in diam-
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Opinions 
BP Oil in Alaska: 
debate over drilling 
eter, located three miles off of the 
Alaskan shores. 
Oh and by the way, the project 
is in the Beaufort Sea, which is in 
close proximity to a wildlife reserve. 
The drilling process on the on-
shore (yet off shore) Liberty project 
island will be one of the largest 
and riskiest the company has ever 
created. BP plans on drilling two 
miles deep and then sideways, 
or as the experts like to call it, 
extended-reach drilling, to get to the 
oil reserve. This type of drilling style 
causes «gas kicks" - the same type 
of problem that caused Deepwater 
Horizon to explode. 
One might be asking what the 
fuss is all about.... Despite the fact 
that BP got around the law in place 
because they screwed up to begin 
with, it is the sheer pain I feel and 
I know many others feel as well, 
when a company goes full force into 
a high risk project that has the ability 
to make the same freaking mistake. 
Now I get that they are still a busi-
ness and need to make a profit, but 
their PR department needs to have 
better publicity on the positives. I'm 
sure many of you are sick of seeing 
the same two commercials on how 
BP is "helping" fix the disaster in the 
Gulf, (cue seagull covered in oil). · 
I think overall, many would like 
to see BP and other oil companies 
take a safer amount of time before 
going into any extreme projects that 
might have a negative impact on our 
environment and economy. 
On a more optimistic note, I spent 
some time on their website and BP 
has a great outline of their renew-
able energy projects. I think it would 
be in their favor to make wind, solar, 
and biofuel, a targeted issue in their 
marketing strategy, (not drilling off 
the coast of Alaska, please!) Hope-
fully this initiative will bring the BP 
name into a better light and help 
them create a healthier community 
for us all. 
Seals, polar bears, and environmen-
tal activists are up in arms over the 
recent news emerging which details 
that the evil corporation BP P.L.C. has 
requested a permit to drill in Alaska. 
By recent news, I mean the 100 million 
barrels of oil that BP has been prepar-
ing to extract from underneath the 
coastline of the Beaufort Sea for the 
last five years. This recent bombard-
ment against BP is fairly late. Before 
BP's huge technological failure, we 
all got to witness within the Gulf of 
Mexico. they had already studied the 
situation within Alaska and created the 
most cutting edge plan to reach this 
vast SUP.J?IY of oil. 
The 011 is under the coast of Alaska, 
and although drilling straight down 
would be really easy, the Qreat 
engineers at BP have decided to build 
the oil rig offshore, and drill two miles 
underneath the bottom of the sea, and 
then eight miles back into the coast in 
order to reach the oil. But Andy, how 
is that better that drilling straight down 
you may ask? Good question student 
body! The answer is that this style of 
drilling is environmentally safer for the 
ecosystem. Just ask the fine people 
at the Wytch Farm oil field in Dorset, 
England, who since 1973 have been 
the longest onshore oil field in West-
ern Europe to remain fully functional. 
The Wytch Farm oil field has never 
damaged the environmental region of 
southern England, and this is in part 
due to the directional drilling that they 
have pioneered. Wouldn't it be great 
if BP could incorporate this into the 
Alaska drill site. Too late they already 
did. The directional drilling that they 
are about to initiate is extraordinarily 
safe, so despite the dangerously fragile 
area they have chosen to drill in, there 
is little harm that could arise from 
Liberty Oil Reid. 
For those of you wondering how BP 
can drill despite President Obama's 
moratorium on offshore drilling, the 
answer is simple: the oil is under the 
Sept. 30, 2010 
Andy Plocica 
Herald Contributer 
shore and despite the oil rig's construc-
tion offshore, the moratorium cannot 
effect them since it only prohibits wells 
tapping into oil under the sea. At least 
BP will be able to counter this ridicu-
lous, unemployment-raising, economy- · 
hurting, and import-reliant piece of 
legislation. 
I do recognize that there are some 
strong arguments a!Jainst the oil field 
other than the environmental risk that 
BP is taking, so· 1er~add~ a,o 
First, who wantstbe-U~e.i 
generate jobs to her,:,-cotnbat olir's 
larunemployme!'! rate?-Also, Alaska 
and the National Government stand 
to reap massive amounts of royalties 
based off of taxeslromthe ott dnlfed,-
that would be boring. Who wants to 
be free from foreign oil that we are 
already way to reliant on anyway? 
More importantly, BP is running low 
on funds with which they can spend to 
help clean up their monumental screw 
up in the gulf and I know that nobody 
wants them to do that. So remember 
everybody, BP is not evil, they just 
screwed up. Let's give them a chance 
to redeem themselves and place some 
money back into our economy. Thanks 
and God bless. 
~ 
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"Dog Days Are Over" 
Florence and the Machine 
Critic's Pick (Olivia Lyons) ** 
Page 13 
Known for her unique style and her unusual music videos, Florence and the Machine took the stage at 
the 2010 VMAs and wowed the audience. The captivating sound projected in "Dog Days Are Over" is one 
of those songs that makes you want to move. The song's popularity derived from the television commer-
cials advertising the major motion picture "Eat, Pray, Love." Florence writes on her website, "I want my 
music to sound like throwing yourself out of a tree, or off a tall building, or as if you're being sucked down 
into the ocean and you can't breathe. It's something overwhelming and all-encompassing that fills you up, 
and you're either going to explode with it, or you're just going to disappear." Florence truly 'explodes with 
it.' Her song "Dog Days Are Over" is full of life and is worth downloading. 
Olivio Lyons 
Herald Staff Reporter 
"Hold On" 
Sam Adams (produced by Rusko) 
*** Student Pick: Charles Spivey, freshman 
Sam Adams, a wildly popular New England-based rapper, is best known for his "I Hate College Remix" 
and his debut album "Boston's Boy." The up-and-coming rapper has now released the highly anticipated 
mix tape, "Party Records", which features his new single "Hold On." Sam Adams' newest hit "Hold On," 
produced by the popular DJ known as Rusko, is a collaboration between dubstep and hip hop. Dubstep 
is commonly noted for its electronic/dance sound. I normally do not find myself listening to techno-based 
music, but I genuinely enjoy this different style of music. Dubstep is becoming a new musical trend, its 
popularity is intensifying and it is absolutely worth checking out. Sam Adams' "Party Records" mix tape is 
available now and is full of this unique electronic style. 
Each week, The Hawks' 
Herald will review three songs 
that are sure to pop up on 
your next iTunes playlist. Our 
resident music reviewer, Olivia 
Lyons, will share one of her 
favorites as well as bring you 
her take on two of hers. 
To submit songs to Olivia, 
email her at 0Lyons457@g. 
rwu.edu. 
"Kings and Queens" *. ...,c,.,, ~ ..A.., ,., 
30 Seconds to Mars R :R" 1'{ U 
Student Pick: Kim Frezza, freshman 
30 Seconds to Mars' newest song "Kings and Queens" has a 'feel good' kind of sound. When compared to the 
band's previous hits, this song sticks out. "Kings and Queens" exerts a more inspirational mood and contradicts 
the genre that 30 Seconds to Mars is famous for producing. The band explores their talent and defies the limits 
that their genre has set for them. "Kings and Queens" has a U2 inspired sound rather than the band's typical 
alternative punk style. The engaging lyrics, 'We were the kings and queens of promise, we were the phantoms 
of ourselves," provoke happiness and encourage. a sort of. artistic freed. om .. The po.>.p-.. . rrOCKock lg. rou.p won Best. Rock 
Video, for "Kings and Queens, a at the VMA's on Sep~r 1?.,.2010 . •Kings_~~-~ baamv Y.9kl--_ _ - - . _ _ -for a download this week. · · · · · · · · - - - - · --
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Roger Williams University '11 
Major: Management 
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In a Relationship 
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Bristol, RI 
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B~inging YC!_l! the things th_a!__really matter i~ campus life 
Lily Osowski Ram I Jenblat 
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Comment - ui.:e 
How long have you guys been dating? 
LO: It's gunna be 2 years and 8 days. 
HH: How did you guys meet? 
LO: We met through a mutual friend named CT_ 
' 
One day we were hanging out and CT called Rami 
to join us. He was wearing one of those sweat 
suits outfit was really popular in Europe and I 
thought 'who is this little foreign friend_ w 
How do you balance school and your relationship? 
lij: We have a scale. 
LO: He's kidding. We are both so busy this year with pan time jobs that we have to sched-
ule things. We like to do breakfast dates at Dunkin's, those work well, or dates versus 
hangouts. I like to cook dinner for him too, even though he usualry eats beforehand. 
What is your favorite activity to do together on a Saturday? 
LO: Sometimes, we hangout and just watch movies. 
RJ: When she falls asleep, I just go outside and work on my car. 
RJ: Florida, I drove. 
LO: It was a double date actually. We went mini golfing and to the beach a lot. But we also 
like to take weekend trips to visit my Mom. 
What is your favorite holiday memory? 
RJ: It was definitely when we went to my Uncle's house for Thanksgiving once. Most of my 
famiJy was there and she got to meet them all. 
LO: On Christmas Eve, we don't eat meat. So. there are 12 plates food with different 
dishes that all have no meat. It was my favorite because Rami didn't eat anything except 
for like noodles with poppy seeds. It was funny. 
What is the quirkiest thing about one another that you love? 
RJ: Give her a pillow and a place to sleep and no matter what time, she will sleep. OH, and 
in the summer when its 90 degrees. She has to sleep with two covers and then asks me if 
we can cuddle. 
LO: 80% of the time he is eating, he uses his hands. He says it makes the food taste • ,., 
better. · 
What do you think is the best physical feature about one another? Be honest. 
RJ: Her eyes. 
LO: His feet. They're so cute and happy. 
J' Sept. 30, 2010 
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Be dazzling: Healthy ways to whiten your teeth 
Katlyn Proctor 
Opinions Editor 
In today's society, people ~re 
constantly manipulating their 
bodies to alter an appearance. 
One way of doing so is w!th 
teeth whitening. Companies 
slightly whiten teeth but will most 
likely not remove all the stains. 
Here are a few tips to whiten 
your teeth without the added 
expensive of costly products: 
such as Johnson & Johnson • Watch out for the bad guys. 
have provid~ ~s with a mul- Coffee, soda, and tobacco 
titude of wh1t.eni~g pro~ucts are the leading offenders 
including whitening strips, of causing 
toothpastes, gels, and at-home · stained 
bleach kits. The truth is, these teeth. A 
products may simple l""'»>>s a 
I • ' I' i 
way to help reduce the level of 
stain is to drink water after ever 
cup of coffee or tea. 
• Maintain a healthy dental 
regime. It's important to re-
member to brush at least twice 
a day. Flossing helps remove 
the particles between your teeth 
that a toothbrush can't reach, 
causing teeth to look whiter. 
• Use a straw. Using a 
straw for cold beverages, 
such as iced coffee, helps 
keep teeth white because 
the tainted liquid 
is on your 
teeth for 
a shorter 
period of 
time. 
• Use helpful 
products_ Whiten-
ing toothpaste can 
be used every day and is 
fairly cheap to purchase. If you 
really want to splurge, electronic 
toothbrushes clean teeth better 
than a regular one. 
• 
Words 
to live 
by: If it can 
stain a carpet, 
it can stain your teeth. 
Although it is completely impos-
sible to cut food out of your diet 
that are dark in color, consider 
this when you select a wine. 
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Some good ol' mental exercise 
19 
125 
~ 
135 
145 
151 
158 
162 
SUNDAY PUZZLER 
ACROSS 
1 Give form to 
6 Way 
10 Solemn promise 
14 Jack in a nursery 
1hyme 
19 Avid 
20 Worn out 
22 Hints 
24 "TM Man--' 
25 Leggy bird 
26 Smlldge 
27 Data io rows and 
columns 
28 Low p<lint 
29 Prune 
30 Enjoy the taste of 
32 Forays 
34 Hot beverages 
35 Nerve impulse 
junction 
39 Like some floors 
41 Talc variety 
43 Artless 
45 Pasta shape 
47 Set of steps 
48 Scot's cap 
51 Merchant 
53 Sel1!ed after Rrght 
55 Time 
56 End 
59 Chill$ and fever 
61 Use a blue pehcil 
62 Singles 
64 Withstand 
66 - deballet 
68 Repeat 
70 Extremely cold 
72 Mate singing .voice 
73 Ctlaracleristics 
75 Lukewarm 
77 Blunder 
79 Costly fur 
80 "Little Women· autho( 
82 Old lire made 11ew 
64 Gym aciivity 
86 Maize 
88 Neighbor of India 
90 NuCha 
91 Dinner preference at 
Thanl<sgiving: 2 wds. 
95 Hat material 
97 Period of instruction 
101 Trick 
102 Mexican money 
104 Strange 
106 Supercharge: 2 wds. 
108 Caper 
11 O Did the waltz 
112 Lunchbme destmallon 
114 - incognita 
"115 Picturesque 
117 ttalianmoney, 
formerly 
118 Moon goddess 
-120 lip -
121 Pay- - -view 
1:22 Cistern 
124 Bmsque 
·126 Term In arithmetic 
128 Male ones 
129 Kind ot optics 
131 Goatee 
133 Tennessee-Ford 
135 Took out of the game 
139 Play 
141 Tavern keeper 
14& Soon 
14S Of one's birth 
148 Self-esteem 
150 Game on horseback 
151 Garish 
153 Chile saltpeter 
155 Destroy by degrees 
157 Tena-
158 Goose genus 
159 Fashion 
160 Cause a revolt 
161 Appraises 
162 Prophets 
163 Love god 
164 Tear 
165 Wide awake 
DOWN 91 Stupid one 
1 Religious 92 Ray flower 
denominations 93 Check 
2 PQtter or Belatoote 94 Invigorating drink 
3 At'lew 96 Handle skillfully 
4 Calligrapher 98 Tal<es legal action 
5 Belore 99 Winli'ey or TV 
6 .Licalid 811 100-tbliPltill ...... 
· f.J!;fir) ~r 1"'m'.. · · · · · 
7 Intends 103 Scour 
8 Special pleasure 105 Get away from 
9 - -than-air 107 Free ticket 
1 0 Fall mo. 1 09 Part of ACLU 
11 Winglike . 111 Kind of seal 
12 Brass instruments 113 Sluggish 
13 Greek god of the sun 116 Airplane part 
14 Tran59fess10n 119 "-Karenina" 
15 River 1n Nebraska 123 Leaseholder 
16 Roundup 125 Field cover 
17 Of birds 126 Devoted one 
18 Not at all wcrdy 127 Shon swim 
21 Gomical 129 Dent location 
23 Calm with drugs 130 Go to bed 
31 Singer McEntire 132 Harder to rind 
33 Pinnacle 134 A catching sight of 
36 Butter serving 135 Stories 
37 Beget 130 Foolish 
38 Sidestep 137 Wet thoroughly 
40 Sadness 138 Otf1Ce ~et 
42 Set at an angle 140 Sull-'dned brick 
44 Proclamation 142 Cake 
46 Recoil 143 Rice or Gantry 
48 Diplomafs specialty 144 Sunday dinner tare 
49 Where Greeks 147 Jay ot late TV 
assembled 149 Paradise 
50 Wall painliog 152 Time periods {abbr.) 
52 Old anesthetic 154 Sts, 
54 Aquarium fish 156 Antiquity 
56 Old garment 157 Monk's title 
57 Presses 
58 Fringe benefit. 
for short 
60 Long tale 
63 Femme fatale 
65 Actress - Moore 
67 Goods on hood 
69 Candid 
70 Made 'fit for 
71 Reel material 
74 Walk heavily 
76 Frosts 
78 Learn the -
81 Brought to bay 
83 Reduce 
85 Muddle wrth drink 
87 Twangy 
89 Fat 
I DON'T KNOW ... 
JUST A NAGGING FEEUNG. 
I SUDOKU I 
2 4 
7 6 3 2 
5 1 3 
8 5 6 
6 4 
-
9 4 3 1 8 
3 9 5 
. 
8 7 
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ASTRO-GRAPH 
By Bernice lade Osol 
IRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)-A friend who has been beneficioHotyou 
reviously islikely to be so again. This ~erson may be the one who 
·nifiafes,fhtrtgs for you, but you'll•pfoy the key role in the end. 
!BRA (Sept. 23-0d. 23) -Devot~ oil your effort to your.most im~r­
ont:pr~iect, heca°'~ whatever.you do Js J!k~ lo ,go mf)re s~oothly, 
CO~PIO (Oct~'74-Nov. 22) -Friends you chill with O.~:J!ke!Y to he 
uckier for you than usuo[ At least one among Wwill do some-
hing for you that you'll flnd to be extr&1Mly kind. 
,AGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-0eitl)4 Trvto go the full distance, ~Cllu~ 
·our lu~ courd tum out to he in proportion to your staying "Y(!t . 
:ven if you're.doing something you never did 6efore,.stic~\Yffl1.:if'~ke: 
ougatontb1rr09f Of your mouih. · 
' .. , ~ 
APRlCORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19}- Focus solely on the .positive aspects of 
·hut faces you, and it will turn out to~ e~y,mely rew11rding. Your 
;pccess is predicated mostly on your Jlftiltlde,~~:never stop believing 
achieve. · ···· 
,QUARIUS (Jon. ,~0-feb. 19)- You could' he quite fortunate wh~re, 
oteriol thingS.:(lr&tioncerned, so focus your efforts on whQJ you wan: 
nd/ or qn sizeotile opJ)OrtoqitiesJhere might be moredho~one 
rize. 
IPISCE~ (Feb. ~~ore~ 20)- F~n~t~S,~i 
,sstst you m situations m which ~Y'se1 
.C.0.8. lronically, your self-relioll(eis wh1 
·rs. 
nd fomily will offer 
1~ qie trying hard to 
1iO be attracting suppo· 
RIES (Morch· 2~u,ril.1?:hThis could be payback ~me for Y~rvlitb 
1ore thun otte·~~n finding o way to repay you m some kmo of 
:quifable way. Whit you receive in return.could be for grander than 
·hot which you gave. . ' m ;~ . .. 
r>'. .' to ~r·:li 
MJRUS (~ril 20-Moy 20} -Underwrrelf$.~('1sti~1ng that will help 
'ou transform some kind of major hope into·o tostvreolity. You'll get 
flrst inkling today that this is hoppenin9. · 
f;' . 0 <fl '~f 
EMINI (Moy 2,~'\1~~~2(>)::1tf~1ime to stop settling for second-best. 
nd elevate yoor ggfdS: O' bit higher. Put forth that extra effort or con. 
ad that person whO ;<nn he1p you achieve what your heart desires. 
'Alf_(~ (J~ne 21:July 221. - Instead of ~r,~JYum.ng co~cerned about 
flat IS. gom11 on m your fife of the- m•ment:lmgin potting forth 
botever it tokes to reach that brass riog. ibis is: o good day to get 
ew things rolling: 
EO {July 2a:.Aou;1 ~J!1~ll~~sornething you're contemplating could be. 
r easier to exerutevntlltlie SUP.port of others, this is the doy to 
:ather the support Y9U i\eed. Toi~ to those who you feel would be an 
sset. 
I' 
:I 
(' 
Sports 
_ _ Highlights from the competitions that you che~r for ~ _ _ 
----
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Goa -oriented 
Hawks' scoring ace Laurin Pendleton 
leads team in successful season. 
Abby Cunningham 
Herald Staff Reporter 
The Roger Williams Univer-
sity Women's Soccer team has 
begun its regular season play 
in full swing as it continues 
to strive to become a force 
to be reckoned with. With 
a 5-3 overall record and a 
4-0 conference record, the 
women are proving to be 
one of the top contenders 
for The Commonwealth 
Coast Conference (TCCC) 
title. Exceptional wins over 
Springfield College, Salve 
Regina, and Colby-Sawyer 
College have undoubtedly 
earned the team prestige as 
a powerhouse squad among 
its competitors. 
hat-trick against Salve Regina 
University - a feat which she 
accomplished before. Pendleton 
continues to strive for excellence 
to exceed the many expecta-
tions of her coach, family, and 
teammates, while always putting 
allow-her to not only contribute 
offensively to the Hawks, but de-
fensively as well, making her a 
very versatile player. "This year 
we have started using her as a 
central midfielder, not only be-
cause of her ability, but also her 
physical presence," Jackson 
said. "She can distribute, at-
tack on the dribble, dominate 
the air and put the ball on the 
frame of the net from range.'' 
Pendleton has been recently 
named RWU Female Athlete 
of the Week, an award one 
could say she certainly 
deserves due to her dominat-
ing performance in the past 
week's conference games. 
RWUHawks.com 
The Men's Cross Country team competes during a home meet at 
Colt State Park earlier this month. 
Two again earn TCCC 
runners of the week 
Article courtesy 
RWUHawks. com 
For the second straight week, 
Roger Williams University 
sophomores Liliana Rutler and 
Mitch Leveille have been named 
the TCCC Runners of the Week 
after competing Saturday in the 
University of Massachusetts-
Dartmouth Invitational. 
Finishing 33rd out of 290 run-
ners at the Shriners Invitational, 
Rutter ran her personal best 
taking the honor Sept. 12th for 
her strong performance in the 
RWU Invitational. 
Not far behind. Leveille 
finished 57th out of 272 run-
ners. Upon completing the race, 
Leveille also reached a personal 
best time for the 8K race. After 
26 minutes and 10 seconds, 
he earned a spot as the sixth-
fastest time in program history. 
Leveille also took the Sept. 
12th TCCC Runner of the Week 
award. 
The Hawks' current suc-
cess may be accredited to 
their outstanding chemistry 
and highly skilled athletes. 
One of these athletes, junior 
forward Laurin Pendleton, 
has contributed in the 
squad's success, as well 
as achieving numerous 
personal objectives. 
It seems that Pendleton will 
continue her success on the 
field. "I just do whatever it is 
throughout the day to get the 
right mindset to gain the con-
fidence it takes to dominate a 
game," Pendleton said. This 
mental approach allows her 
and her fellow teammates to 
face any team with confi-
dence. RWUHawks.com Junior forward Laurin Pendleton knows 
how to put the ball in the goal. Jackson said she agrees that Pendleton will continue 
to strive for excellence. "We -
have some tough games ap-
proaching in the coming weeks," 
Jackson said. "I trust that she 
will continue to contribute, be it 
with goals, defensive efforts or 
distribution." 
5K time of 19:17, ranking the 
fourth-fastest in program history. 
This marks her second TCCC 
Runner of the Week award after 
The Hawks next attendJ~ 
Pop Crowell lnvitational-Safur.: 
day Oct. 2nd in Wenham, Mass~ 
hosted by Gordon Colle.ae. 
"I think the biggest attribute, 
to my success is my team-
mates. Without them, I would 
never have the opportunities to 
score and make the plays I do," 
Pendleton said. "Because of 
everyone's chemistry and ability 
to work together as a team, it 
makes us able to score and con-
stantly move forward towards 
winning each game." 
One of Pendleton's most 
recent accomplishments was her 
the team's accomplishments 
first. "I drive to work harder and 
harder every day at practice jl.llf to make any improvement," 
Pendleton said. "As a team, we 
pt$h each other to work as hard 
~e can which is a huge factor 
1Qat contributes to all of us get-
ti'rig better." 
Abigail Jackson, head coach of 
two years, agrees that Laurin's 
physical and athletic abilities 
The Hawks face New England 
College and Nichols College 
in the coming days, providing 
them with opportunity to further 
warrant their respected standing 
in the TCCC. 
RWUHawks.com 
Mitch Leveille and Liliana Rut/er earned back-to-back honors from 
the TCCC for outstanding performances. Both atheletes logged 
personal-best times and top-ten school record times last week. 
Men's Cross Country Women's Cross Co~ntry 
9.25.10 I 2:30 p.m. 9.18.10 I 12:00 p.m. 9.18.10 I 12:00 p.m. 
at University of Massachusetts - at University of Massachusetts - vs Wheaton College (Mass.) 9.18.1019:30.a.m. 
Dartmouth Invitational Dartmouth Invitational w 3-0 at 14th Women's Mrs. Hurst Bowl@ 
17th I 36 18th I 39 Dartmouth in FJs 
9.23.10 I 7:00 p.m. 13th I 19 
Men's Tennis Women's Soccer vs Clark University 
9 .24.10 I 3:30 p.m. 9.25.10 I 3:30 p.m. w 3-0 9.18.1019:30 a.m. 
at Babson College vs Colby-Sawyer College at Hatch Brown Trophy@ MIT & 
L 4-5 w 3-0 9.21.10 I 7:00 ~.m. Boston University in 3 FJs 
vs Bridgewater State . niversity 14th I 18 
Men's Soccer 9.21.10 I 4:00 p.m. w 3-0 
9.25.10 I 1:00 p.m. vs Solve Regina University 9.18.1019:30 a.m. 
vs Colby-Sawyer College w 5-0 Sailin~ at Boston Harbor Invitational, Central 
w 1-0 9.18.1019:3 o.m. Series Two @ Boston College in 420 
Women's Volleyball at ALT. 60th Nevins Trophy @ Kings 7th/ 18 
9.22.10 I 4:00 p.m. 9.25.10 I 5:00 p.m. Point in 420s, FJs, & lasers 
vs Solve Regin.a University at Trinity College 121h I 20 
L 0-'3 L 1-3 
.-? 
